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BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH QUESTION
Aggregated and quantitative measurements of linguistic differentiation have been conducted at vary-
ing levels of generalization, from the macro-level of typology to the micro-level of dialectology. This
presentation is situated in the tradition of stylometric and regiolectal studies that analyze linguistic dif-
ferences at the intermediate level of supraregional varieties (e.g. British vs. American English) and
registers (e.g. academic writing vs. informal speech) within a single language. Although all these tradi-
tions rely on different data types, one issues they have all been dealing how semantic differences can be
measured in way that goes beyond mere frequencies of lexemes.

This presentation will compare 3 methods to measure differences between language varieties as
represented by text corpora, and based on aggregation over lexical variables. The methods all originate
in quantitative corpus linguistics, but differ to the extent they model and control the semantics of the
underlying lexical variables. The research question we address is how much of this semantic control
is necessary for detecting the differences between varieties of a language, in this case stylistically and
regionally defined varieties of Dutch.

DATA AND VARIABLES
The methods will be compared on the basis of corpus data that represent varieties of Dutch. The corpus
will be stratified along a register dimension and a national dimension. National variation is incorporated
by including texts written by Belgian and Netherlandic authors. For both natiolects, material from
four registers is collected: Usenet (Computer-mediated Communication), popular newspapers, quality
newspaper, offical government announcements (legalese). Every intersection of nation and register, e.g.
Belgian quality newspapers, contains several million words. The lexical variables are lexemes selected
from a reference list of words known to display regional variation

METHODS
The following 3 methods will be compared, orderer by their degree of semantic control over the lexical
variables:

1. The Document Classification approach models texts as a vector of lexeme frequencies. Sub-
corpora (collections of texts representing specific language varieties) will be judged as different
when they tend to use different lexemes.

2. The Semasiological approach first models the semantics of the lexemes contained in the subcor-
pora through context vectors and then compares these vectors between the subcorpora to detect
meaning differences. Subcorpora will be dissimilar when the lexemes tend to have different mean-
ings.

3. The Onomasiological approach compares the lexicalization of concepts across subcorpora. A
variable consists of a concept and the lexemes that can refer to it and distances are based on
differences in the relative frequencies of lexeme choices for concepts. Subcorpora will be different
when they tend to refer to the same concepts with different lexemes

FINDINGS
A weighted MDS solution is used to visualize the distances between subcorpora found by each of the
methods. Increased semantic control leads to a clearer separation of the regional and stylistic varietes
and shows less bias towards purely topic-defined differences between the varieties.


